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By developing a semi-classical analysis based on the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis, we
determine the long time behavior of a large spin evolving with a nonlinear Hamiltonian. Despite
integrable classical dynamics, we find the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis for the diagonal
matrix elements of observables is satisfied in the majority of eigenstates, and thermalization of long
time averaged observables is generic. The exception is a novel mechanism for the breakdown of
thermalization based on an unstable fixed point in the classical dynamics. Using the semi-classical
analysis we derive how the equilibrium values of observables encode properties of the initial state.
This analysis shows an unusual memory effect in which the remembered initial state property is
not conserved in the integrable classical dynamics. We conclude with a discussion of relevant
experiments and the potential generality of this mechanism for long time memory and the breakdown
of thermalization.

In recent years, experiments on ultra cold atoms and
trapped ions[1–4] have succeeded in producing quantum
systems that, on relevant time scales, are completely
isolated from an environment. Surprisingly, many of
these experiments find long time behavior that mimics
a system coupled to an environment. These experiments
prompt the question of thermalization: Given an initial
state |ψ(t = 0)〉, a Hamiltonian H =

∑
nEn |n〉 〈n|, and

an observable O, when and why does the long time aver-
age of O:

O(t, T ) =
1

T

∫ t+T

t

dτ 〈ψ(τ)|O |ψ(τ)〉 (1)

lose memory of its initial state? In other words, when
does O(t, T ), at long time t, depend only on the energy
of the initial state?

The eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH)[5–11]
attempts to answer this question. Briefly, it states that
if A1) 〈n|O |n〉 changes very little between eigenstates
with similar energy; A2) the level spacings, En − En+1,
are sufficiently small; and A3) the energy uncertainty of
the initial state is sufficiently small, then an eigenstate,
randomly selected from a micro-canonical ensemble at
the energy of the initial state, will describe the long time
average observable (LTO): O(t, T ) ≈ 〈n|O |n〉 for large t
and T .

ETH was originally discussed[5, 6] in classically chaotic
systems where the eigenstates behave similar to random
matrices and allows one to hypothesize additional struc-
ture on the off diagonal matrix elements of observables,
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〈n|O |m〉. While this stronger version of ETH allows one
to predict relaxation times and response functions[8], we
will focus on an integrable model and therefore restrict
our attention to the weaker version presented above and
questions regarding the memory apparent in long time
averages.

In extended systems, the standard mechanism for the
breakdown of thermalization is the emergence of an
extensive set of conserved charges due to underlying
integrability[12–14] or a random disorder potential[15–
17]. In few mode bosonic systems, thermalization has
been predicted from semi-classical chaos[18–25], and it
was recently shown that thermalization could fail when
an oscillatory drive produced a time crystal[26].

In this article, we explore a similar phenomenon for
the long time behavior of a quantum evolution, but for a
system which is not extended nor classically chaotic. The
model we study is that of an SU(2) spin with large fixed
size |J | > 50 and evolving with respect to the Hamilto-
nian

H = −Jx +
Λ

2|J |
J2
z , (2)

where Jx, Jz and Jy are the canonical SU(2) spin oper-
ators, and we assume Λ > 1. We formulate the ques-
tion of thermalization for this system by asking: 1) for
which initial states do LTOs thermalize and approach a
micro-canonical ensemble, and 2) for states that do not
thermalize, what is the mechanism that maintains infor-
mation about the initial state. We focus our analysis on
the time averages, T >> 1, of observables O = Jx and
O = Jz, but check by exact calculation that the results
remain unchanged for T → 0.

This spin Hamiltonian is expected to describe boson
tunneling experiments[4, 27], and the theory commu-
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FIG. 1. Classical trajectories: the separatrix is shown in
black (bold) and separates the circular free-oscillation trajec-
tories (red) from the self-trapping ones (blue). The red dots
mark the unstable fixed point at (z = 0, φ = ±π) and the
green arrows mark the unstable directions.

nity has explored its dynamics[28–39]. While expres-
sions for exact eigenstates[39] do not transparently an-
swer the above questions, we find particularly useful a
semi-classical analysis[28–31, 34–36, 38, 40, 41] that de-
scribe the classical trajectories shown in Fig. 1. These
trajectories, and corresponding eigenstates, have two dis-
tinct behaviors known as Josephson oscillation and self
trapping, and are separated by a separatrix at E = 1.
Unlike the few-mode boson models, these trajectories
are not chaotic and relaxation occurs through quantum
effects[34]. Thus, to consider the question of thermaliza-
tion, we use the correspondence between classical trajec-
tories and eigenstates given by the WKB quantization
procedure to access the assumptions required by ETH
and answer the questions posed above. We first find that
for initial states with energy sufficiently different from
the energy of the separatrix, E = 1, the assumptions
A1,A2 and A3 of ETH are obeyed (similar to results in
[41]) and observables come to an equilibrium described
by a micro-canonical ensemble.

The primary result of this work finds that, for initial
states with energy on the separatrix, the assumptions of
ETH do not hold and LTO do not thermalize. Perhaps
most surprisingly, thermalization is avoided by a memory
mechanism that remembers a quantity not conserved by
the classical dynamics, the initial phase φ. We find that
this memory can be explained by a set of eigenstates be-
coming localized around the unstable fixed point shown
in Fig. 1. This localization was first observed by [31],
but its consequences for the long time memory of ini-
tial properties was not investigated. Elaborating on the
analysis developed in [31, 36], we then explain how the
localization is due to the asymptotically slow classical
dynamics near the unstable fixed point and derive how
the long time memory depends on the size of the spin |J |.
We conclude with a discussion on relevant experiments
and propose that this mechanism for the breakdown of
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Energy dependence of ensemble
expectations values of Jx and Jz: The orange line is for
the Micro-canonical, while the green dots are for the di-
agonal ensembles with initial phase φ′ = 0 and increasing
〈Jz〉 /J = z′(E). The energy dependence of the eigenstate
expectation values is also shown. These calculations where
performed for |J | = 1000 and Λ = 10. Notice the strong
departure of the diagonal ensemble at E = 1 from the micro-
canonical ensemble.

thermalization is a general phenomenon present in other
models which show unstable fixed points in the classical
limit.

I. SEMI-CLASSICAL PICTURE AND ETH:

We first consider the case when the assumptions of
ETH are valid and the large spin thermalizes. To do so
it will be useful to first consider why assumptions of ETH
generally imply thermalization. First consider the eigen-
state decomposition of the initial state density matrix,∑
nm cncm |n〉 〈m|. At long times, t and for sufficiently

large T , we can expect that only the diagonal terms of
the density matrix contribute to observables[8, 34]:

O(t, T ) ≈
∑
m

|cm|2 〈m|O |m〉 . (3)

If A3) of ETH is true, then |cm|2 is non zero only in
a small energy window. Furthermore, if A1) of ETH
holds, then 〈m|O |m〉 is approximately constant over the

eigenstates with significant probability |cm|2. Finally
A2) ensures there are multiple eigenstates in the micro-
canonical ensemble which can be sampled, and we can
conclude that a representative eigenstate 〈n|O |n〉 can
be chosen to factor out of the average in Eq. 3 yielding:
O(t, T ) ≈ 〈n|O |n〉.

We now use a semi-classical analysis to determine when
these three assumptions of ETH hold for the nonlinear
spin Hamiltonian. The semi-classical analysis is based on
a Wigner-function formalism in which states and opera-
tors are represented as functions, W (z, φ) and O(z, φ),
of z, the eigenvalue of Jz/ |J |, and its conjugate momen-
tum φ. In this formalism, the observables Jz and Jx are
given by |J |z and |J |

√
1− z2 cos(φ) respectively, and the
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FIG. 3. (color online) Thermalization for Self-Trapping and
Free-Oscillating Dynamics: In this plot, we show the micro-
canonical and diagonal ensemble expectation values as a func-
tion of |J | and φ′ for E = 0.5(1st column) and E = 3 (second
column). The color indicates the initial phase φ′ where it
ranges from 0(dark blue) to π (bright pink). When |J | in-
creases, the energy level spacing decreases and the assump-
tions A2) and A3) of ETH become more valid. Thus for large
|J | ETH for the diagonal matrix elements is valid and the
dependence of the LTOs on the initial phase is lost. These
calculations where done with Λ = 10

Hamiltonian is written as[28]:

H(z, φ)

|J |
=

Λ

2
z2 −

√
1− z2 cos(φ) (4)

The expectation values of a state W (z, φ) with an ob-
servable O(z, φ) is computed with:

〈ψ|O |ψ〉 =
1

4π

∫ 1

−1

∫ π

−π
dzdφW (z, φ)O(z, φ). (5)

We use the set of spin coherent states as our
initial states because they are regularly created in
experiments[4, 27]. In the Wigner-function formalism
these states are represented by Gaussian distributions
that become more localized around a mean z′ and a mean
φ′ as the size of the spin, |J |, is increased . Since a state
which is more local around a specific z′ and φ′ has smaller
energy uncertainty, assumption A3) of ETH is satisfied
when |J | is sufficiently large.

We now consider when assumptions A1) and A2) hold
by constructing the Wigner functions of the eigenstates
via a semi-classical analysis. The zeroth order clas-
sical analysis treats Eq. 4 as a classical Hamiltonian
which yields the periodic trajectories depicted in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 shows two distinct types of periodic trajectories
depending on the energy: for E < 1, the trajectories
known as Josephson oscillation[28] occur in which z and
φ periodically oscillates around a stable fixed point at
(z, φ) = (0, 0), while for E > 1 trajectories called self
trapping[42] occur in which z does not change sign, and
φ monotonically increases (z < 0) or decreases (z > 0)
depending on the sign of z. At E = 1, there is a separa-
trix separating the two dynamical behaviors.

Using the correspondence between classical periodic
trajectories and eigenstates[43], the eigenstate Wigner-
functions (EWF) with energy E can be written as
ρE(z, φ) = w(E)δ(H(z, φ) − E |J | ), where w(E) is the
normalization of the eigenstate with energy E. The quan-
tized energy levels, E = En, are then determined by the
rule[31] stating that the area swept out by the eigenstate
trajectories is quantized to 2π/ |J |. Thus, the energy dif-
ference between the eigenstate trajectories goes to 0 as
|J | is increased, and assumption A2) of ETH holds true.

Considering assumption A1), we first identify that the
Hamiltonian in Eq. 4 has two distinct types of eigenstates
corresponding to the Josephson oscillation and the self
trapping trajectories. The self trapping eigenstates are
further structured because, for a given energy E > 1,
there are two disconnected trajectories depending on the
initial sign of z. These two trajectories will be identified
with the sign of z and their associated EWFs are calcu-
lated by selecting the correct trajectory when inverting
H(z, φ):

ρE±(z, φ) = w(E)

∣∣∣∣dH(z, φ)

dz

∣∣∣∣−1

δ(z ±
∣∣H−1(E, φ)

∣∣ )(6)

At lowest order in a semi-classical expansion, these two
trajectories correspond to two degenerate eigenstates,
while at higher order the degeneracy is lifted[44] with
splitting exponentially decreasing with |J |. Since this
splitting is exponentially small, we will ignore it and as-
sume all measurements occur before its dynamics are re-
alized( t < Tt ≈ e|J|).

For E 6= 1, the eigenstate observables will be smooth in
energy because, the difference between two neighboring
eigenstate trajectories decreases to 0 as |J | is increased.
While for E = 1, the self trapping trajectories meet the
free oscillating ones, a discontinuity emerges, and non an-
alytic behavior of the eigenstate observables is expected.
The behavior of the eigenstate observables has been iden-
tified previously[28, 45] and we confirm for Jx and Jz in
Fig. 2.

Thus, we find that away from E = 1 and for large
enough |J |, the assumptions of ETH hold, and we expect
the LTOs to be described by a micro-canonical ensemble.
While for eigenstates with energy E ≈ 1, assumption A1)
of ETH does not hold, and additional consideration is
required to understand the long time behavior.

II. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
DIAGONAL ENSEMBLE:

From the analysis of the previous section we expect
initial coherent states with z′ and φ′ away from the sep-
aratrix to show thermal behavior at long times. Using
exact diagonalization, we confirm that memory of the ini-
tial state is lost for E 6= 1. This is shown in Fig. 3, which
demonstrates that the diagonal ensemble for states with
different φ′, but same E, all reproduce the same LTO.
We also confirm that a micro-canonical ensemble, and
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a characteristic eigenstate, describe the LTOs. This is
shown in Fig. 2 for Jx and Jz.

Since the hamiltonian is integrable, the off diagonal
matrix elements are not random as proposed by ETH,
and one can not use ETH to argue that the LTO relax to
the time averages predicted by the Diagonal ensemble.
Instead, we must check by exact numerical simulation.
Doing so for Jx, we find that the self trapping dynamics
and free-oscillating dynamics do in fact relax to a con-
stant value independent of the initial phase φ′. This is
shown in Fig. 4.

Close to E = 1, the micro-canonical ensemble and the
characteristic eigenstate no longer match LTOs. Failure
of the initial states at E = 1 to thermalize is further
demonstrated in Fig. 5, which shows a dramatic depen-
dence of the LTOs on the initial phase, φ′. This does not
invalidate ETH because assumption A1) of ETH does not
hold for these eigenstates.
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FIG. 4. (Color Online) Dynamics of Jx/|J | for different values
of φ′ at energies E = 3(top), E = 0.5 (bottom).

III. SEMI-CLASSICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
BREAKDOWN OF THERMALIZATION:

To better understand this breakdown of thermalization
we investigate, using the semi-classical analysis, how the
E ≈ 1 eigenstates affect the LTO of the initial coherent
states with E ≈ 1 . We begin by calculating the diagonal
ensemble and its expectation values for the initial coher-
ent states used above. Semi-classically[31] the diagonal
ensemble is given as:

ρdiag =
1

4π

∫ 1

−1

∫ π

−π
dzdφWc(z, φ, z

′, φ′)ρE,s(z, φ) (7)

where Wc is the initial coherent state Gaussian distribu-
tion centered around z′ and φ′ with variance ∼ 1

J , and
the EWF, ρE,±, is given by the delta function in Eq. 6.

To calculate the LTOs, one must convolve the diagonal
ensemble with the eigenstate expectation values:

Odiag(φ
′, z′) =

∫ Λ/2

−1

dE
∑
s

ρdiag(φ
′, z′, E, s)O(E, s)(8)

where the sum over s is the sum over self trapping states
when E > 1 and a fixed s = 0 for E < 1, and O(E, s) is
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FIG. 5. (color online) Failure of Thermalization on the Sep-
aratrix: The contents of these plots are equivalent to those
in Fig. 3, except they are calculated for initial states with
E = 1. This time, despite the assumptions A2) and A3) be-
coming more valid as |J | is increased, the assumption A1)
remains invalid and the memory of initial phase φ′ remains
at large |J |.

the eigenstate expectation value calculated using Eq. 5
with W (z, φ) = ρE,s(z, φ).

Understanding this integral, and consequently why the
LTOs encode information about the initial phase φ′, re-
quires understanding the structure of the eigenstates and
their EWFs. While an EWF is constrained to an equal
energy surface, the shape of the energy surface affects
how the EWF is distributed within the energy surface.

This is captured by the Jacobian,
∣∣∣dH(z,φ)

dz

∣∣∣, which ap-

pears in Eq. 6 due to the transformation of the en-
ergy delta function to phase space coordinates. Take
the s = 1 self trapping eigenstate for example. If one
integrates out z using the delta function, the Jacobian
|dHdz |(E, φ) = |dφdt |(E, φ) weighs the EWF. Therefore, the
EWF will have more weight in regions where φ is chang-
ing slower in time.

On the separatrix, E = 1, the classical spin comes to
a complete stop on the unstable fixed point; the Jaco-
bian limits to 0, limE→1limφ→π|dHdz |(E, φ) = 0; and the
EWFs with E → 1 become localized on the unstable
fixed point:ρE→1(z, φ) ≈ δ(z)δ(φ − π). The singularity
of this localization result in the non-analytic behavior of
the eigenstate expectation values near E = 1 (see for
example Jx in Fig. 2).

This singular localization also produces a non-
analyticity in the eigenstate overlaps for the set of initial
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FIG. 6. (Color Online) Classical fit to exact numerical calcu-

lations of diagonal ensemble. This plot shows the
√
|J | ln |J |

scaling of jx = Jx/J for the diagonal ensemble of a set of
initial states with energy E = 1 and different φ′ and |J |. The
dots are computed using exact diagonalization and the color
indicates the initial φ′ as in Fig. 3. Eq. 11 predicts

√
|J | ln |J |

and the linear dashed lines are given by Eq. 11 with F (φ′) fit
to match the exact calculations for |J | > 500.

coherent states with E ≈ 1, but φ′ 6= π. Since these ini-
tial states have Wigner functions localized around φ′ and
z′ = H−1(E = 1, φ′) and the EWFs for E ≈ 1 are local-
ized around φ = π 6= φ′ and z = 0 6= z′, their overlap
integrals in Eq. 8 will vanish.

These two non-analyticities are integrated over in Eq. 8
and results in the memory effects depicted in Fig. 5. In
one limit, an initial coherent state with φ′ ≈ π will over-
lap the unstable fixed point eigenstate at E = 1, and
the LTOs will closely match the observables of that same
eigenstate(Jz = 0 and Jx = −1). In the other limit,
when the initial φ′ is away from π, the initial coherent
state will have negligible overlap with the E = 1 eigen-
state, the LTOs will depart from the observables of the
E = 1 eigenstate. This is depicted in Fig. 5, in which
the closer φ′ is to π, the closer jz = Jz/J and jx = Jx/J
approach 0 and −1 respectively.

IV. LARGE |J | BEHAVIOUR OF INITIAL
STATE MEMORY

To capture this behavior analytically, we perform a
saddle point expansion for the integral Eq. 8. A similar
saddle point approximation was done in [31, 36], but only
for an initial state on the unstable fixed point. To capture
how the long time memory depends on the size of the
spin |J |, we perform the saddle point for initial states
computed off the unstable fixed point. The results in
[31, 36] will not work here because the diagonal ensemble
has a qualitatively different saddle point structure for
states on and off the unstable fixed points[31].

To perform the saddle point approximation away from
the unstable fixed point, we begin with finding the diago-

nal ensemble ρdiag(φ
′, z′, E, z) by evaluating the integral

in Eq. 7. For large |J |, the integral is restricted over
a region in the vicinity of z′ and φ′. Since this region
is away from the unstable fixed point, the equal energy
countor can be approximated as a line and the Jacobian∣∣∣dH(z,φ)

dz

∣∣∣−1

is approximately constant. Performing the

Dirac delta and Gaussian integrations yields:

ρdiag(φ
′, z′, E, s) ∼ e−

(E−H(φ′,z′))2

2σ2(φ′,z′)
+ln(w(E))

(9)

where w(E) is the eigenstate normalization. The Gaus-
sian variance σ(φ′, z′) is given in Appendix B, and scales
with |J | as ∼ 1√

|J|
with proportionality dependent on φ′

and z′.
For initial states away from the separatrix, w(E) is ap-

proximately constant[31], and the diagonal ensemble is a
gaussian. This is not the case for initial states on the
separatrix. Instead, the asymptotically slow dynamics,
and consequently the asymptotic divergence of the Jaco-
bian, near the unstable fixed point, forces an asymptotic
vanishing of w(E), and consequently ρdiag(φ

′, z′, E, s), at
E = 1. Computing w(E) in Appendix A, we find that it
vanishes as ∼ 1/Ln(|1 − E|), where the proportionality
is different depending on if E is greater or less then 1.

Since, ρdiag(φ
′, z′, E, s) is 0 at E = 1 and in the limit

E → ±∞, it possesses a double peak structure in E. This
is qualitatively different from the single peak saddle point
structure used to perform the calculations in [31, 36].
The locations of these two peaks determines our saddles
and are computed in Appendix C. In the large |J | limit,
these saddles become symmetric about E = 1 given by
Es = 1± δ, and go to E = 1 as δ ∼ 1

2JLn(J) .

We then evaluate the integral in Eq. 8 at these saddles:

Odiag(z
′, φ′) =

∫
ρdiag(E, z

′, φ′)O(E) ≈ (10)
1
3 [2O(1 + |δ|) +O(1− |δ|)]

where the factor of 2 for +|δ| occurs because
ρdiag(E, z

′, φ′) in the δ → +0 limit is twice as large as
in the δ → −0 limit(See w(E) in Appendix A). In Ap-
pendix D we compute Jx(1±|δ|) and Jz(1±|δ|) for small
δ using methods similar to [31, 36]. Using these results,
we get:

jz,diag(|J | , E = 1, φ′) =
4π
√

(Λ− 1)

3Λln [F (φ′) |J | ln[|J |]]
(11)

jx,diag(|J | , E = 1, φ′) = −1 +
1√

F (φ′) |J | ln[|J |]
3 + Λ

3(Λ− 1)

where the factor F (φ′) =
[
2σ(z′, φ′)2 |J |

]−1
, jx(z) =

Jx(z)/J , and z′ is fixed by energy z′ = H−1(E = 1, φ′).
The factor F (φ′) is constant in |J | but has a non-trivial
dependence on the initial phase φ′ via σ(z′, φ′), the en-
ergy variance of the coherent state. This non-trivial de-
pendence in φ′ describes the memory effects shown in
Fig. 5 for the initial states with φ′ 6= π. For the initial
states with φ′ ≈ π we must use the single peak saddle
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point approximation outlined by [31, 36] which give a dif-
ferent scaling to the fixed point values of Jx → −1 and
Jz = 0.

While the exact diagonal ensemble for Jz becomes nu-
merically unstable for large |J |, we can still compare ex-
act results for Jx with Eq. 11. This comparison is shown
in Fig. 6, where the

√
|J | ln[|J |] scaling is confirmed.

V. DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE
EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATIONS:

Above we discussed how, for the large non-linear spin
with energy E 6= 1, the assumptions of ETH hold and
the spin thermalizes, while for E = 1 the spin does not
thermalize. This lack of thermalization is particularly
interesting because the remembered quantity, φ, is not a
conserved quantity of the integrable classical dynamics.
It is therefore a novel form of quantum memory, which
is lost in the classical limit J →∞ (See Eq. 11).

Our results are particularly important in the con-
text of recent works on out-of-time order correlations
(OTOCs)[46–48]. Recently OTOCs have become a di-
agnostic of quantum many body chaos, and have been
shown to display exponentially fast growth when the dy-
namics of an effective classical system displays chaos[49–
54]. In the works [46–48], they found that classically
unstable fixed points can produce exponentially growing
OTOCs in systems with an integrable classical counter-
part, and suggest exponential growth of OTOCs is not a
predictor of quantum chaos[47]. Our results further sup-
port this conclusion, showing that despite the chaotic like
behavior suggested by OTOCs, dynamics near the unsta-
ble fixed point are precisely those which depict long time
memory of an initial state.

The appearance of unstable fixed points in semi-
classical dynamics is ubiquitous, and we expect this
mechanism for the breakdown of thermalization to be
general. While here we discussed a classically two-
dimensional, integrable system, the Berry Conjecture[8,
55] suggests that the correspondence of eigenstates to
trajectories, generalizes to a correspondence to micro-
canonical ensembles in higher dimensional chaotic sys-
tems. Since the micro-canonical ensemble is also de-
scribed by a delta function in energy, the Jacobian pro-
duced when transforming to the phase space coordinates
would again reveal localization due to slow classical dy-
namics. One might again expect singularities due to a
localized eigenstate and for them to produce memory
effects following similar arguments as discussed above.
This time, rather than the phase along a separatrix, it
would be the distance to the unstable fixed point on the
energy surface that is remembered. This is an exciting
possibility which requires further investigation.

This mechanism for the breakdown of thermalization
may be observable in ultra cold BECs[4, 56] in which
the bosons can be condensed into one of two modes such
as two different hyperfine states. A spin boson mapping

then yields the non-linear spin Hamiltonian, where the
parameter Λ is a ratio between the bosonic interaction
energy and the energy associated with the tunneling be-
tween the two modes. Previous work has suggested that
the other bosonic modes do not affect the dynamics on
experimental time scales[34, 35]. Future work may find
it interesting to investigate the effect of additional modes
and may find connection with other forms of novel long
time dynamics[57].
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Appendix A: Eigenstate normalization: ω(E)

. In the main text we defined the semi-classical eigen-
state Wigner function (EWF) as:

ρE(z, φ) = ω(E)δ(H(z, φ)− E) (A1)

where the Hamiltonian is given as:

H =
Λz2

2
−
√

1− z2 cos(φ), (A2)

and the normalization ω(E) is given as:

ω(E)−1 =

∫ ∫
dzdφδ(E −H(z, φ)). (A3)

To compute this integral, we focus on the energy close to
the separatrix, E = 1± |δ|, and expand the Hamiltonian
around E = 1:

H − 1 =
Λ− 1

2
z2 − (φ− π)2

2
(A4)

Close to the unstable fixed point the trajectories trace
out a hyperbola:

z = ±
√

2

Λ− 1

√
φ2

2
+ (E − 1) (A5)

φ =
√

2(1− E) + (Λ− 1)z2

The Jacobian for both these trajectories are:∣∣∣∣dHdz
∣∣∣∣ = (Λ− 1)z =

√
(Λ− 1)

√
2(E − 1) + φ2 (A6)∣∣∣∣dHdφ

∣∣∣∣ = φ =
√

(Λ− 1)

√
2(1− E)

(Λ− 1)
+ z2.
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Since the inverse Jacobians,
∣∣∣dHdφ ∣∣∣−1

and
∣∣dH
dz

∣∣−1
, con-

tribute the most near the unstable fixed point and we can
expand the integrand for ω(E)−1 near them and write:

ω(1 + |δ|)−1 =
∫ r+
−r+

∣∣dH
dz

∣∣−1
(φ, δ) + C+ (A7)

ω(1− |δ|)−1 =
∫ r−
−r−

∣∣∣dHdφ ∣∣∣−1

(z, δ) + C−

where r± denotes the limits where the hyperbolic expan-
sion is valid and C± are small and approximately con-
stant for δ small. Defining a as:

a+ = 2(E − 1) (A8)

a− =
2(1− E)

Λ− 1
,

these integrals can be expressed as:

1√
a(Λ− 1)

∫ r

−r

1√
1− a−1x2

dx = (A9)

1√
(Λ− 1)

[
sinh−1

(
r√
a

)]
and for E ≈ 1, this approximates to as:

ω(1 + |δ|)−1 = − Ln (|δ|)
2
√

(Λ− 1)
(A10)

ω(1− |δ|)−1 = − Ln (|δ|)√
(Λ− 1)

Appendix B: Energy Uncertainty of Diagonal
Ensemble for a Coherent State: σ

To approximate the eigenstate overlap for initial states
on the separatrix but away from the fixed points, we
expand the energy to linear order in z and φ:

H = κ1φ+ γ1z + E0 (B1)

We first write the coherent state with initial imbalance
z′ and phase φ′ as:

ρ(N, z′, φ′, z, φ) = (B2)
αz(N,z′)αφ(N,z′)

π e−αz(N,z′)(z−z′)2−αφ(N,z′)(φ−φ′)2

where the inverse variances are:

αφ(J, z′) =
1

2
J
(
1− z2

)
(B3)

αz(J, z
′) =

2J

1− z2

The eigenstate overlap is then given as:

ρdiag(z
′, φ′, E, s) = (B4)

ω(E)
γ1

∫
dφρ

(
N, z′, φ′, δ0−κ1φ

γ , φ
)
,

where δ0 = E − E0, and integrates to give:

ω(E)

γ1

√
αz(N, z′)αφ(N, z′)
√
π
√
αφ +

κ2
1αz
γ2
1

exp

(
− δ2

0αφαz
γ2

1αφ + κ2
1αz

)
(B5)

Where the energy uncertainty σ is given by:

σ(φ′, z′) = −γ
2
1αφ + κ2

1αz
2αφαz

(B6)

depends on the coherent state via the uncertainties αz
and αφ.

Appendix C: Double Peak Saddles

Analytic solutions for the saddle point only exist if
E0 = 1 so we focus on coherent states on this line. To
find the saddle points we rewrite ρdiag as:

ρdiag(E = 1± |δ|) =
K±

(1−G±Ln[δ])
Exp[−2JFδ2](C1)

where K± and G± are constants in δ, depend on C±, and
with ± depending on the sign of δ . This function has a
saddle at:

|δ| = i√
(2JF )W−1(− e

−2/G±

F2J )
(C2)

Where the product log, W−1(X), is the inverse of exx:
W−1(exx) = x and the −1 says to take the negative
branch. For small x we get:

lim
x→0−

W−1(x)

Ln(x)
= 1 (C3)

and we know W−1(x) ≈ Ln(−x) − Ln(−Ln(−x)) + . . .
We therefore get the approximation:

|δ| ≈ i√
2JFLn( e

−2/G±

F2J )
(C4)

Which in the large-J limit goes as:

1√
2JFLn(J)

(C5)

and

2JF =
αφαz

γ2
1αφ + κ2

1αz
(C6)

Thus the difference in initial states on the separatrix
again shows up in the scaling to the large J limit. Also
note G comes from ω(E) which depends on which side of
the separatrix we are on (sign of δ). In the large-J limit
the points become symmetric as indicated by the lack of
dependence on G.
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Appendix D: Eigenstate observables close to the
separatrix

Next we compute the eigenstate observables, O(E),
which are given as

ω(E)

∫
O(z, φ)δ[H(z, φ)− E]. (D1)

Jz for Λ large has a amazingly simple solution. For E <
1, Jz(E) = 0 for E > 1 we integrate:

∫
dzδ[H(z, φ)− E] =

∫ π

−π
dφz(φ)

∣∣∣∣dHdz
∣∣∣∣−1

(D2)

and for Λ >> 1,
∣∣dH
dz

∣∣−1 ≈ Λz, the z’s cancel and we get

Jz(E) =
ω(E)2π

Λ
. (D3)

Jx is more involved. We will take the same approach
as the integral for ω(E). We assume the integral is dom-
inated by the contribution near the unstable fixed point.
Doing so allows us to expand Jx near the unstable fixed
point: Jx ≈ −1 + φ2/2. Solving for φ, we find that it is
written as: Jx ≈ Λ−1

2 z2 − E.

Jx(1 + |δ|)−1 = (D4)

ω(E)(Λ− 1)
∫ r+
−r+

(
− E

Λ−1 + z2/2
) ∣∣dH

dz

∣∣−1
(φ, δ) +K+

Jx(1− |δ|)−1 =

ω(E)
∫ r−
−r−(−1 + φ2/2)

∣∣∣dHdφ ∣∣∣−1

(z, δ) +K−

Similar to the integral for ω(E), these can be computed
and in the limit of small δ we get:

Jx(1 + |δ|)−1 = −1 + ω(|δ|)
(
K+ −

|δ|Ln(|δ|)
(Λ− 1)3/2

)
(D5)

Jx(1− |δ|)−1 = −1 + ω(|δ|)
(
K− −

|δ|Ln(|δ|)√
Λ− 1

)
ω(|δ|) goes to 0 faster than ω(|δ|) |δ|Ln(|δ|) and we get:

Jx(1 + |δ|)−1 = −1− ω(|δ|) |δ|Ln(|δ|)
(Λ− 1)3/2

(D6)

Jx(1− |δ|)−1 = −1− ω(|δ|) |δ|Ln(|δ|)√
Λ− 1

Substituting ω:

Jx(1 + |δ|)−1 = −1 +
2 |δ|

Λ− 1
(D7)

Jx(1− |δ|)−1 = −1 + |δ|

Jz(1 + |δ|) =
4π
√

(Λ− 1)

ΛLn (|δ|)
Jz(1− |δ|) = 0
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